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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

Noted Brazilian Scientist, Journalist,
Scientific Leader and Science Writer

[Born : June 12, 1907, Rio de Janeiro , Brazil;
Died : May 16, 2002, São Paulo]

UNESCO – Kalinga Prize Winner – 1974

José  Reis

“Science is beautiful and deeply aesthetic;
therefore

we should exhibit it to Society”.
...José Reis
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José Reis
A Biographical Profile

[Born. June 12, 1907, Rio de Janeiro , Brazil;
Died. May 16, 2002, São Paulo]

A Noted Brazilian Scientist, Journalist,
Scientific Leader and Science W riter .

Reis studied medicine at the University of Brazil’s
National Faculty of Medicine (presently Federal
University of Rio de Janeiro from 1925 to 1930. After
graduation, he started to work from 1928 to 1929 at
the Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, having decided to
specialize in scientific research in virology. For his
scientific achievements there, he received the
Oswaldo Cruz Medal. As a result, he accepted an
invitation to move to São Paulo in the next year and
work at the Instituto Biológico (Biological Institute),
an applied research center set up by the state
government, in the section of bacteriology. Later,
he studied at the Rockefeller Institute in New York,
USA, from 1935 to 1936.

Returning to Brazil, Dr. Reis resumed his work at
the Biological Institute. Under the instigation of the
Institute’s director, the German  biologist Hermann
von lhering, to study a mysterious viral disease
afflicting chicken producers in the state, he became
gradually a renowned world expert on
ornithopathology (avian diseases) and eventually was
nominated director of the Institute. He felt also the
urge to write pamphlets and booklets in a simple
language, in order to instruct the agriculturists of
the state on how to prevent and fight this and other
diseases, and soon started to contribute regularly
to a specialized magazine in this field, “Chácaras &
Quintais”.
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In 1947, Dr.José Reis, who now displayed a
marvelous talent for explaining scientific concepts
for laypeople, started a parallel career as a journalist,
first by writing a science column at one of the town’s
two most important newspapers, the Folha de São
Paulo. He maintained this column for the next 55
years, until shortly before his death, probably a world
record for a science newspaper columnist. The
column was syndicated to many other newspapers.
He also  dabbed in general journalism, and became
one of the editors-in-chief at the Folha from 1962 to
1968, during the critical years of the military régime
which was installed in April 1964 in Brazil.

As a scientific leader, Dr. Reis was exceedingly
important for the history of Brazilian science and
technology, as one of the founders of the Brazilian
Society for the Advancement of Science (SBPC),
in 1949, together with other important scientific
personalities of the country, such as Jorge
Americano, Paulo Sawaya, Maurício Rocha e Silva,
Gastão Rosenfeld, Wilson Teixeira Beraldo, José
Ribeiro do Vale and others. He was also the founder
and the editor-in-chief for almost his entire life of
“Ciência e Cultura”, SBPC’s official journal.

Dr. Reis received many national and international
prizes, awards and honours, such as the Jonh R.
Reitermeyer Award, granted by the Interamerican
Press Society and the Panamerican Press Union
in 1964;and the prestigious Kalinga Prize for the
Popularization of Science by UNESCO (United
Nations Organization for Education, Science and
Culture). In his honour, the Brazilian National
Research Council (CNPq) instituted in 1978 the José
Reis Award for the Divulgation of Science. His name
is honoured also in the Núcleo José Reis de
Divulgação Científica, a research and education
center at the School of Communication and Arts of
the University of São Paulo.

He died of complications of multiple pneumonia in
2002, at 94 years of age.

Timeline :
1907 : On the 12th of June, in Rio de Janeiro, José

Reis was born, the eleventh of thirteen
children.

1920 : José Reis starts secondary school at
Colégio D. Pedro II.

1924 : Finishes high school. José Reis wins the
“Pantheon” prize, conferred on the best
students of Colégio D. Pedro II.

1925 : Starts studies at the National School of
Medicine (Faculdade Nacional de
Medicina), in the basic discipline  of
microbiology. During his medicine course,
he studies pathology at the  Oswaldo
Cruz  Institute (Instituto Oswaldo Cruz) –
an Applied Course – and obtains the gold
medal of the Oswaldo Cruz Prize (which
was not delivered due to lack of funds).

1929 : In that year’s second semester, he was
invited to work at the Biological Institute
(Instituto Biológico). He was hired as a
bacteriologist.

1930 : José Reis finishes medicine school.

1935/36: Professor Thomas M. invites him for an
internship at the Rockefeller Institute, In
the United States.

1936 : Publishes the book Tratado de
Ornipatologia (Treatise of Ornithopathology
– bird diseases), in collaboration with
Paulo Nóbrega and Annita Swenson Reis.

1941 : J. Reis participates in the reorganization
of the (Brazilian) Department of
Agriculture; the book Rasgando
Horizontes (Tearing Horizons), with C.B.
Schmidt, resulted from this work.

1943 : Interventor (a temporary governor indicated
by the President) Fernando Costa invites
him to direct the Department of Public
Service of the State of São Paulo
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(Departamento de Serviço Público do
Estado de São Paulo).

1947 : April 6 : Begins to write for Folha da Manhã
(Monrning Paper), Folha da Noite (Evening
Paper) and Folha de São Paulo (São Paulo
Paper) newspapers. In the beginning his
writings concerned administrative matters,
but later they regularly started to deal only
with Science, continuing until he died in
2002, 55 years later.

1948 : July 8:J. Reis participates in the
foundation of the Brazilan Society for the
Progress of Science (Sociedade Brasileira
para o progresso da Ciência) – SBPC “(…)
under my initiative, for this purpose I
gathered, initially, doctors Paulo Sawaya,
Maurício Rocha e Silva and Gastão
Rosenfeld, the Brazilian Society for the
Progress of Science was founded, and I
was its first secretary – general and which
magazine Ciência e Cultura (Science and
Culture) I currently direct, without
compensation.” Folha de S.Paulo starts
his Sunday column The World of Science
(No mundo da Ciência).

1949 : Founds and becomes editor of Ciência e
Cultura (Science and Culture) magazine.

1950 : Becomes a professional journalist.

1954 : First phase as editor of SBPC’s “Ciência
e Cultura” magazine ends.

1955 : Becomes member of the Permanent
Commission of the Integral Regime, until
the advent of governor Adhemar de
Barros’s administration. Begins to
collaborte with Anhembi (pronounced ain-
am-bee) Magazine,  with his column
“Ciêncial de 30 dias” (Sciece in the Past
30 Days).

1956 : Participates as relator on science teaching
themes at the annual meeting of the
Brazilian Education Association

(Associação Brasileira de Educação), in
Salvador, Bahia.

1957 : The second edition of his book Treatise of

Ornithopathology is released.

1958 : Retires from the Biological Institute

(Instituto Biológico), receiving the title of
Emeritus Servant. Founds, with José

Nabantino Ramos  and Clóvis Queiroga,
Editora  IBRASA (IBRASA publishing

house) – where he launches “ferment-
books”, which bring new ideas and bring
about debate”; his performance as editor

endures for 20 years, until 1978.

1962 : Assumes the post of Editing Director of
Folha de São Paulo newspaper,

“responsible for the orientation and writing
of editorials, without compromising the
science popularization work” (1962-67)

Receives the Governor do Estado de SP
(Governor of the State of São Paulo)

Science Journalism Prize.

1963 : In a UN meeting about Science and
Technology in Geneva, he presents a
report on science attitude in teaching.

1964 : Awarded with the John R. Reitemeyer

Prize in science journalism, conferred for
the first time by the Interamerican Press

Society (Sociedade Interamericana de
Imprensa) and by the Panamerican Press
Union (UniãoPanamericana de Imprensa).

1967 : Leaves the post of Editing Director at Folha

de S. Paulo.

1968 : Publishes the book Educação é
Investimento (Education is Investment),

with preface by Alceu Amoroso Lima, from
Editora IBRASA.

1972 : Returns to the position of diector of
SBPC’s Ciência e Cultura magazine.

1975 : Awarded with UNESCO’ Kalinga Prize.
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1978 : The José Reis Science Divulgation Prize
is established by the National Council of
Scientific and Technological Development,
CNPq.

1986 : Ends his activities at Ciência e Cultura
magazine, for which he was responsible
from 1949 to 1954 and from 1972 to 1985.

1992 : The José  Reis Center for the
Popularization of Science (JRC) of the
School of Communications and Arts at the
University of São Paulo is founded.

1997 : A committee presided by Prof. Dr.
Crodowaldo Pavan, comprised of
members of the JRC, School of
Communications and Arts, FAPESP and
CNPq, celebrates on the 12th of June the
ninetieth anniversary of José Reis.

1998  : On the 8th of July the first book of the
Science Popularization Series, A Espiral
em Busca do Infinito (The Spiral Toward
Infinity) is released, honoring José Reis.
It was created by the JRC team, under
the supervision of Glória Kreinz and
Crodowaldo Pavan.

1999 : José Reis continues to act as a  journalist
at Folha de S. Paulo, with his column
Periscópio (Periscope), Idealistas Isolados
(Isolated Idealists), the second book of the
Science Popularization Series was
publicated.

2000 : A text by José Reis, titled Fundação de
Amparo à Pesquisa (Research Fostering
Foundation), was published in the book
Os Donos da Paisagem (The Landscape
Owners), third in the Science
Popularization Series was publicated.

2001 : José Reis is elected honorary president
of the recently founded Brazilian
Association of Science Popularization,
ABRADIC, and José Reis: Journalista,
Cientista e Divulgador Cientifico (José
Reis: Journalist, Cientist and Cientific

Divugator), fourth in the Science
Popularization  Series was publicated.

2002 : Continued his work at Folha de S. Paulo
until his death in May 16 and Ética e
Divulgação Científica : Os Desafios do
Novo Século (Ethic and Cientific
Divulgation: The Challenges of the New
Century), fifth in the Science
Popularization Series was publicated.

After Death :
2003 : Divulgação Científica: Refexões (Cientific

Divulgaiton : Refexions), sixth in the
Science Popularization Series was
publicated.

2004 : Congresso Internacional de Divulgação
Científica (International Congress of
Science Divulgation), seventh in the
Science Popularization Series was
publicated.

2005 : José Reis: Ciência, Poesia e Outros
Caminhos (José Reis: Science, Poetry
and Others), eighth in the Science
Popularization Series was publicated.

2006 : Círculos Crescentes (Crescent Circles),
ninth in the Science Popularizaiton  Series
was Publicated.

Quote :

“Science is beautiful and deeply esthetic; therefore
we should exhibit it to society” ( A ciência é bonita
e profundamente estética; portanto, devemos exibi-
la á sociedade)

External links :

n José Reis (http:// cienciahoje.uol.com.br/
controlPanel/material/view/1243). Profiles in
Science. “Ciência Hoje” magazine (in
Portuguese).

n Núcleo José Reis de Divulgação Científica
(http://www.eca.usp.br/nucleos/njr/)

Source :
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JoseÃ©_Reis

q
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Jose Kings
The Passion for the Scientfic Spreading

The main characteristic of this great Popularizer of

science in Brazil was the concern in writing science

in the form that all the people understood. This

deeply marked the career of this biomedical brilliant,

journalist, educator and administrator.

His scientific life still started in the college: while

he studied, he followed the course of application of

the Oswaldo Institute Cross, to the end of which he

gained the Oswaldo Prize Cross, but in time to the

medal he received another type of rewards: an

invitation to work in the Biological Institute of São

Paulo as bacteriologist, this because he did not have

mount of money for paying the prize to it.

The career of Popularizer of the science of the young

started  effectively there Jose Kings. In the first works

already he felt necessity to divulge his research ,

that has practical effect in the life of the people. He

started preparing pamphlets with accessible

language and wrote scientific articles for the

agricultural magazine Mansions and Yards.

In the life of Jose Kings, the figure of the Popularizer

of science always was very much associated with

the one of the educator. In his articles in the

periodical Leaf of S. Paulo, or participating of lectures

in all the country, or writing and publishing books,

the biologist always demonstrated concern in

teaching.

His intense career as researcher did not hinder that

he kept a shining career as journalist- which took

him to the position of Writing director of the Leaf of

S. Paulo for many years, keeping until the end of

his days, the famous column “Periscope” where he

wrote in all the Sundays, in the supplement More,

since 1999 until his death.
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Jose Kings wrote on everything: the launching of

the most modern space satellite or the extinguishing

of the dinossauros was subjects for his column. He

also had a great concern for the children. This is

not one of his activities very known, but he wrote

books for the infantoyouthful public to stimulate in

the children the interest and discipline them

scientific.

Jose kings was incentivador of projects as the

“Money market of Science” (promoted for the

Hoescht company and the Foundation Marine

Robert) and the “Station Science” (National Advice

of Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq).

He idealized diverse competitions for youth, but his

paper was basic in the prize “Scientists of tomorrow”,

created for the Organization of the Nations Joined

for the Education, Science and the Culture

(UNESCO) and for the Brazilian Institute of

Education, Science and Culture (Ibecc).

It was Proper that a Prize was introduced on his

name. Since 1978, the CNPq grants,  annually, the

“Prize Jose Kings of Scientific Spreading” the

institutions, journalists and scientists. Moreover,

Jose Kings participated in the foundation of the

Brazilian Society  for the Progress of Ciência (SBPC)

in 1948, being the first secretary- generality of the

entity. Throughout his 94 years of life, innumerable

had been  the prizes that he received for his

contribution to Brazilian science.

When asked on the origin of his passion for teaching

science, in special, in so simple and pleasant form,

he answered: “ I tried to teach to the others what of

they outrem I could not learn”.

Jose Kings was Carioca, and was born in 12 of June

of 1907. He died in day 16 of May of 2002.

q
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Jose Kings
THE “KING” OF THE SCIENTIFIC SPREADING

Name of scientific prize, Jose Kings is the protector
of all the scientific journalists of Brazil and also of
that they believe that this still can help to change
some thing.

Tenth first son of a composed family for thirteen
brothers, since small already was distinguished. He
taught to the employees of his house to read and to
write. His notebooks of school did not contain only
substances given for the professors, but
commentaries that the boy made – many contrary
times to that he was taught -, and a supplemental
content searched and discovered by him.

Been born in 12 of June of 1907, Rio De Janeiro, the
boy did not remain itself in the anonymity. To the 17

years, after the conclusion of his secondary course,
he got its first prize, “Pantheon”, only conferred to
the best pupils of the Dom college Peter II.

He did not delay that young man very to enter the
National College of Medicine, Rio De Janeiro, the
basic chair of Microbiology. Parallel to the course
of Medicine he carried through the course of
application in Pathology, in the Osvaldo Institute
Cross, where it got, with merit, the gold medal of
the Osvaldo prize Cross that, however, it was not
delivered due to shortage of money.

Since then the invitations for work alone had
increased. In 1930, he concluded the course of
Medicine and was invited by the professor Thomas
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M. Rivers, to serve as apprentice in the  Rockfeller
Institute, the United States. Six years later, in return
to Brazil, he published his first book, Treat to
Ornitopatologia, in contribution with Pablo Nóbrega
and Annita Swenson Kings.

His promising  career of Populariser of Science had
only started. Contracted to work in the Biological
Institute of São Paulo as bactericista, the young
biologist started to search on a plague that
devastated the hens of the region. Anxious for
sharing his discoveries with the society he felt the
necessity to divulge its curious results, in order to
help to decide the life of the people.

It was then that, by means of an easy and
accessible language, in which the scientific content
was adapted to the popular way,  that Kings stated
to  prepare pamphlets and to write articles for
agricultural magazine Mansions and Yards. These
had been pioneering articles in the branch of the
scientific journalism.

In 6 of April of 1947, after to participate of some
positions of the public service of São Paulo, Jose
Kings linitiates his work of Populariser in the Leaf
of the Morning – responsible for the Leaf of the Night
and Leaf of S.Paulo. Initially, he wrote on
administrative subjects, but after that, started to
divulge subjects concerning science, becoming the
publisher of Science of the periodical. In 8 of  June
of the same year, the scientist participated massive
of the foundation of the Brazilian Society for the
Progress of Science, and created Science and

Culture, magazine of scientific spreading supported
by the entity.

Three years later, with his professional register of
journalist, Kings if he became writing director of the
Leaf of S.Paulo. Since then, his career shot up. He
participated in the north & the south lectures, wrote
and he published books, he stimulated fairs of
sciences and prizes for the children, beyond his
untiring fights for the institution of the foundations
of support to the research, as the Brazilian
Association of Divulgação Científica (ABRADIC),
where he was honorary president.

The biologist and scientist conquered some prizes
as the Kalinga Prize for scientific spreading; Science
and Culture, of the government of the State of São
Paulo de Scientific Jornalismo and the prize John.
R.Reitemeyer de Scientific Jornalismo, conferred for
the first time for the Inter-American Society of the
Press and the Union Panamericana de Imprensa.

Jose Kings never rested. He acted as journalist in
the periodical Leaf of S.Paulo, the column
“Periscope” until his death, in 16 of May of 2002. Of
the life of Jose Kings it is possible to extract the
simplicity of a man who lived the fore front of his
time. For the journalist, doctor, researcher and the
most important educator “are not to know very, but
to know well”. In the interview in the magazine
Science Today, in 1982 it affirmed that “the reader
identifies in (mine) writings the only virtue that they
really have, the sincerity”.

Tiago Cabreira

q
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Prof. Dr . Jose Kings

Father of the Scientific Spreading in Brazil

Prof. Dr. Jose Kings, doctor, scientist, educator  and
journalist, entered the Biological Institute, in 1929,
retiring in 1958.The research in the field of the
microbiology was dedicated to him and, for influence
of Rodolfo von Ihering, he started to study the
illnesses that acometiam the birds. Jose Kings
expressed in an interview for the magazine “the
Biological one” in 1995 – “to try to decide the question
of the illnesses that the poultry keepers presented
as difficulties in the creation of the birds”. “More
humble Men of the field and his impressive necessity
to learn”.

In the Section of Ornitopatologia he developed his
activities  of research.

“an institution of research of animal pathology Never
studied in such a way on illnesses of the birds and
a so great volume of information on poultry keeping
had never been systemize, as it are made for three
researchers, Jose Kings, Anita Swensson Reis and
Pablo of the C. Nóbrega” said Dr. Enrique of the
managing Rock Rasp of the Biological Institute at
that time.
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The term ornitopatologia  was created by Jose
Kings, used the ornitoiatria term. He justified the
creation of this term for it to study the illnesses of
the birds in global way, since the etiology until the
patogenia and the pathological anatomy, to
conclude, indicating the measures of therapeutical
prevention and, and not as a clinical subject. In this
subject he prepared  for the innumerable poultry
keepers brochures in accessible language to the
producers. He  later organized these brochures in
an only book that received excellent opinions  from
the readers interested in the subject. Each time was
magined more the Prof. Jose Kings, as a true
popularizer of the knowledge. Thanks to his efforts
of assistance and education techniques, the
Biological  Institute started to center and to co-
ordinate all the action of the creators of birds of the
State of São Paulo.

This eminent researcher liked the things that
produced something for the producers better. He
executed the true chain of knowledge, took care of
the demand, he studied the illness, he searched
the best way to detect it, applied his knowledge, he
unmasked for the community the mystery of the
illness and used all this gamma that permeava its
way of being, innovating the spreading of the research
that he was then, content only for some. This
spreading never left of being the research properly
said, therefore it went to the meeting of the yearnings
of the producers that had, in the Biological Institute,
the way  for the solution of its problems.

For some years, when filing his notations of day-
by-day, its colloquies with the poultry  keepers, his
lectures for the cooperated associates of the most
diverse cooperatives, also of neighboring countries,
his scientific  fiches of autopsies, works, at last his
more complete archives, propitiated, together with
the Dr. Pablo of the Wedge Nóbrega and with the
contribution  of the Drs. Annita S. Reis, Raphael de
Castro Bueno and M. Giovannoni, the inigualável
“Treat to illnesses of the Birds”. He writes down Jose
Kings- “to obtain a more or less efficient work in
relation to the illnesses of birds, I had to pass one 6

years without thinking noutra thing, bogged in hen
until the ears…”. The Prof. Rock Rasp, director of
the Biological Institute, says, in the presentation of
the book cited above, “workmanship with the treated
character of one on the deep subject and long studied
and investigated practically for its authors until having
acquired scientific authority necessary to guarantee
the excellency of  one such source of teachings”.

As part of his knowledge always he cited the
meetings of the Fridays, sextaferinas, as  they called
to the time, always having in the command Enrique
of the Rock Rasp, that stimulated his technician to
participate of these meetings where researchers of
some institutions argued science. Result of this,
Pablo Sawaya, Maurício Rock and Hisses, Jose
Reis and Gastão Rosenfeld, participating in these
memorable meeting, had created the SBPC.

One of his bigger abilities was to write, the activity
to change in small the scientific information for the
great public. Certain time, Jose Kings cites in an
interview “Prof. Otto Bier asked to me if he was not
monotonous and tiring all week to arrange a different
subject and to prepare it for spreading. I believe to
have shown that thus it does not occur because
this task involves two of the biggest pleasures of
this life: to learn and to distribute”.

Dr. Jose Kings received some prizes as the Prize
“John R. Reitemeyer”, in Mexico; the Prize
“Kalinga” received in the headquarters from
the CNPq; Prize “Biological Institue” in the proper
IB. Has name given in his homage in Audience in
the Biological Institute. In his homage also the
“Nucleus was created Jose Kings of Scientific
Spreading”, in the  ECA/USP, that is commanded
by the eminent researcher Prof. Crodowaldo Pavan,
having as its collaborators the great admirers of the
Prof. Jose Kings, the Prof. Glory Kreinz and Ormir
J. Nunes. Still in 2001, in day 12 of June, when
Jose Kings completed 94 years, it was established
for initiative of the group of the Nucleus, the Brazilian
Association of Cientifica-ABRADIC Spreading, to
pay homage to him. Also, the CNPq and the FAPESP
had homaged him with prizes in his name.
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Besides writing workmanships of scientific
spreading for periodicals, brochures directed to the
creators, infanto-youthful books, carrying through
lectures, to monitor visits the laboratories, assumed
the direction of the writing of the Leaf of São Paulo,
the  invitation of Otávio Cold, finding a penosa task
at transistion moment and, for the  periodical, of
economic crisis, everything this aggravated by the
advent of the 1964 revolution. The marginalização
of the students and the storm that if abated on the
USP and other universities, where some professors
denounced colleagues, all brilliants, that  in the
majority had finished with its truncated careers,
although acquitted in the inquiries policeman –
military against opened them, they had mobilized
the periodical under the publishing direction of Jose
Kings. He became Leaf the guard of the university
ideals. He published in the Leaf up to one day before
falecer in the column “Periscope”, work of much
research, in which looked for to give glance of the
main world-wide scientific experiences. “This activity
is continuation of work that comes making has 50
years and still it gives much satisfaction to me”.

Always intent to the medias the education concept
travelled all for the State of São Paulo, fighting as
well-of-I consume, what it seemed to want to prevail,
and, still, involved professors and pupils of the
courses primary and secondary in the organization
of science fairs. It was in this way that if made
“traveling teller” of science.

The fairs of science, clubs of science and
competitions “Scientists of” had tomorrow been born
of pregação in the Leaf, allied to the work of
orientation and accomplishment of the Brazilian
Institute of Education, Science and Culture, agency
of UNESCO.

Also, in the Calendar of São Paulo, he included a
section of science, which if it charged the Profa.
Maria Julieta Ormastroni. He directed the magazine
“Science and Culture” of the SBPC, collaborated in

the Anhembi magazine, destined to the more
homogeneous public one of the one than of the Leaf.

Prof. Dr. Jose Kings at least did not leave one day
to make science, his scientific works, the creation
of the science fairs, his lectures, his participation
in the context of the society will be perpetual for the
always current landmark that left for all we.

Some phrases of the Prof. Jose Kings who say very
of itself.

“the Communication is one of the great forces inside
of the scientific institutions…”

“I assume that the joy of the divulgador is greater
that of the master, who teaches in formal
classrooms. The divulgador exerts a teaching without
classroom.”

“It could be said that it has an aesthetic component
in the act of the documentation that, after all, fixes
what in it enchants them”.

“I recognize today that never it contented me
practical pure and the simple ones of a specialty. I
always looked for to complete it with its history and,
if not it philosophy, filosofar on the essence of the
carried through work, its significação, its position
in the context of knowing”.

“This work to go espontaneamente to the creators,
in its farms and its proper environment, to take
knowledge of its problems an to study and to
suggest solutions for they, is necessarily most
important of all, the key  master of all the campaign
of agricultural education of which will result the
survey of the level of our workers of the field”.

“One of its greaters youreward:to learn, trying to
teach”.

Collection Jose Kings –  Archive Biological
Institute

Writing for : Márcia Rebouças

q
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PROFILES – JOSE REIS
The Father of the Scientific Spreading in Brazil

Easy Language and V aried Subject s are Basic Concerns of Reis

The scientific spreading in Brazil knew its romantic
years of the decade of 40 until the end of years 70.
Not by chance, Jose Reis initiated at this time his
career of divulgador, infusing the taste for science
in adults and children. In the pioneering articles that
he wrote from 1932 for the magazine Mansions and
yards, the biologist learned to adapt the scientific
content to a media and an accessible language for
the public.

This age only the start. In 1947, after to pass a
period in the public administration, Kings was invited
to write on administration in the company Leaf of
the Morning (responsible for the Leaf of the Night
and the Leaf of S. Pablo). After that, he would start
to write on scientific subjects and if he would become
publisher of science of the periodical. Between 1962
and 67, already with professional register of
journalist, Pablo was managing of writing of the Leaf
of S. Still today, the professor keeps in the periodical
the column More “Periscope” in the Sunday
supplement.

When he established the SBPC, Jose  Reis if he
worried in creating a magazine of scientific spreading

supported by the  entity. He was born  then Science
and Culture, that he directed for three different
periods, the last one in 1998.

The divulgador of science Jose Reis is extremely
didactic and if it worries in approaching as many
subjects new, as the last type of satellite, how much
what it is wonderfully banal, as unclasping of a
flower. For its, more important that to know very it
is to know well. It standes out the importance not to
use “cientificismos” but yes current words, as child
wrote itself for proper itself when.

Jose Reis affirms to have written diverse times for
suggestion of readers and to have kept long
correspondence with some of them. But this relation
is extremely modest when approaching. In granted
interview Science Today in its first number, in 1982,
he affirmed: “I believe that the reader identifies in
[mine] writeen the only virtue that they really have,
the sincerity”.

Renata Ramalho
Hoje/RJ science

q
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PROFILES – JOSE REIS
The King of the Children

Biologist is one of the Responsible ones  for the  Proliferation of
Fairs of Sciences in the Country

Uma faceta little known of Jose Reis is its concern
and devotion to the children. Idealizer of
competitions and fairs of sciences and book author
for the infanto-youthful public, the biologist argues
what! and as he must be taught to develop in the
children the taste for you and discipline them
scientific.

Being based on fábula the buzzer and the ant, Kings
wrote a book with the same name, directed to
preschool infancy. The hens of the Juca are also of
his authorship of books, in which he uses to
advantage his research on hens carried through in
the Biological Institute of São Paulo, e

The golden boy, with slight knowledge of
microbiology, for alfabetizada infancy. For oldest,
he prepared a novel that if uncurls in a scientific
institute making a true stroll for natural history-
Adventures in the world of science.

Worried about the form as our children they are
educated, Kings translated the book Initiation to
Science, of E.N.C. Andrade and Julian Huxley. In
the introduction to the workmanship, Kings display
his opinions on the education of sciences in Brazil,
making hard critical  the professors whom they
charge of its pupils of average level whom they
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decorate terms. “Very bigger direction has to make
familiar the pupil to the habit cientificamente to think
of what to overload it with inert ideas.”

By his influence, the Foundation Clubs of Sciences
was developed by the Brazilian Institute of Education
Science and Culture (Ibecc), and some fairs of
sciences had been carried through in the entire
country. In certain occasion, having been invited to
participate of a fair of sciences in the city of
Taquarituba (SP) and to go to Mexico to receive a
prize for journalism, he opted to the first one. Worried
about the  stimulation the young  scientists, it was
the incentivador of projects as Money market of
Science (promoted for the Hoescht and the

Inhaled in f ábula, Kings call wrote an infantile book
the buzzer and the ant

Foundation Robert  Marinho) and Station Science
(of the CNPq). Idealizer of diverse competitions for

youth, its paper was basic in the prize “Scientists
of Tomorrow”, promoted for UNESCO and the Ibecc.

How to explain so great passion? The reply dom is
given by the proper professor, citing Duarte Nunes
Leão in interview Science Today: “ I tried to teach to
the others what of they outrem I could not learn”.

Renata Ramalho
Hoje/RJ science

q
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PROFILES – JOSE REIS

A Space for Science

Weekly Column of Jose Reis is an Example of
Scientific Spreading

The column that Jose Reis weekly keeps in the Leaf
of S. Pablo is a space guaranteed not only for the
spreading of science, but also for its quarrel. In
“Periscope”, Kings present scientific subjects in
depth, searching to leave clearly for the reader of
what he treats yourself, which are the divergences
around  the question, the different hypotheses and
the theories on which if he bases one definitive study.

Analyzing some of the texts written for Kings, are
clear in approaching a diversity of subjects, without
however if leaving to influence for the guideline
dictated for the editorias of science of the great press
and for the rhythm with that the new features appear.

When all spoke of the clonagem of the Dolly sheep,
Kings opted to waiting that it finished would hysteria
it of the media  around the question to explain his
readers, with the patience and the knowledge that
other journalists did not have, where consisted the
experience. Two months after the event, Kings
presented it in his column. He step by step explained
the procedures used  for the scientists until the
attainment of the clonada sheep. After that, he
offered to a reflection on the subject, evoking the
generated controversy and the sponsorship of the
pharmaceutical industria to the experiment.

Although its formation in the biomedical area, Kings
transits with easiness in its column for other fields
of science. Searching the archives of the column,
we can find, for example, texts on the global heating
of the Land, vulcanism and extinguishing of the
dinossauros, the origin of the modern man or the
history of the French mathematics Sophie Germain.
In all this diversity, notices a common denominator:
the concern in transforming science into something
that can be understood by all. The column
“Periscope”, that until today it keeps Kings in the
active , is an example of as to take science to the
great public.

Renata Ramalho
Hoje/RJ science

q
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PROFILES – JOSE REIS

“To Show Science to the Society”
Jose Reis was Responsible for the Growth of the Scientific

Spreading in Brazil

The biologist Jose Reis (1 0 to the left) works in laboratory

“Science is pretty and deeply aesthetic; therefore, we must exhibit it to the society .” The
phrase is of the professor Jose Reis, one of the most important divulgadores of science in
Brazil, and defines the work developed for it during all the life. Also biologist, educator ,
journalist and administrator , Kings were born in 12 of June of 1907, being the tenth first one of
13 brothers. When small, he taught to the employees of the house everything what he learned,
to read and to write to the catecismo. Its notebooks of school circulated between colleagues
contend not only substance given for professors, but also commentaries of boy-many contrary
times what he was taught-, beyond supplemental content searched and discovered by it.
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1925, Jose Reis entered the National College of
Medicine, in Rio De Janeiro. Parallel, he followed
the course of application of the Institute Oswaldo
Cruz, to the end of which he gained the Prize
Oswaldo Cruz-that he was not delivers due to
mounts of money. On the contrary from the medal ,
however, he received another one rewards: an
invitation to work in the Biological Institute of São
Paulo as bacteriologist.

The career of divulgador of the science of young the
Kings stated effectively there. Person in charge for
the Dr. Hermann von lhering to search a “plague”
that reached the hens of the region, the biologist
passed to be looked by besiegers who wanted to
know as to decide the problem. He felt then the
necessity to divulge his research, so that it had
practical effect in the life of the society. Kings started
to prepare pamphlets with accessible language and
to write articles for the agricultural magazine
Mansions and yards. The publisher of the publication,
proud, announced its readers: “we call the attention
the  Poultry keepers all, on douta contribution that
initiates in this number the young competent
scientist of the Biological Institute of São Paulo”. In
the life of Jose Reis, the figure of the divulgador of

science always was associated with the one of the
educator. In his articles in the Leaf of S. Pablo,
participating of north lectures the south, writing and
publishing books, the biologist always demonstrated
concern in teaching, stimulating fairs of sciences
and prizes for children. Kings also participated of
the creation of the Brazilian Society for the Progress
of Ciência (SBPC) and fought for the institution of
the foundations of support to the research.

Kings gained diverse prizes, as the Kalinga (of
scientific spreading), of the Organization of United
Nations for the Education, Science and Culture
(UNESCO). In 1979, the National Advice of Scientific
and Technological Development (CNPq) instituted
the Prize more Jose Reis de Scientific Divulgação
– a homage than deserved to the father of the
scientific spreading in Brazil.

Jose Reis faleceu the 16 of May of 2002, to 94 years,
in pneumonia result.

Renata Ramalho
Hoje/RJ science

q
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Scientific Dissemination in T ackling
Brazilian Inequalities

By
Carlos Augusto Setti

Scientific research and scientific journalism in Brazil
have a long tradition and are heavily dense. In 2002,
some coincidental facts corroborate this statement.

Ciência Hoje (“Science Today), magazine published
by the Brazilian Society for the Progress of Science
(SBPC), a non-governemntal body founded in 1948,
completes 20 years. The Conselho  Nacional de
Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnológico (National
Council for Scientific Research), a government
agency, celebrated its 50th anniversary. Also in 2002.
Brazil lost José Reis at 95 years of age, a physician
and journalist with almost 50 years of activities in
scientific journalism, whose name has been given
to the various and most important awards of Science
and Technology dissemination in Brazil.

Also in this year, the Associação Brasileira de
Jornalismo Cientifico (Brazilian Association of
Science Journalism), founded by José Reis,
celebrates its 25th anniversary, with 350 associates.
The year 2002 also finishes with the creation by the
Federal Government of three new research institutes
the Bioamazon, the Semi-arid, and the
Nanotechnology; fiscal incentive measures to
promote national  investments in technological
innovation; the complete genetic sequence of Xylella
fastidiosa bacteria; with the country in the world’s
17th position in number of scientific papers accept
by the international indexed publications; an active
and relevant participation in the International Space
Station program and the Human Genome Project;
and the organization of electronic general elections
with the participation of 115 million voters.

Considered separately, these data could give a wrong
idea that Brazil already belongs to the so-called First

World, but they confront the reality of an extremely
unequal contry under social and regional points of
view. Approximately 34 per cent of the population
are below the poverty line; 11.4 per cent of citizens
at 10 years of age or above are illiterate; the
minimum wage is just over US$50.00; and the infant
mortality rate is 34 infants per thousand born alive,
most deaths are caused  by infectious and parasitic
diseases and perinatal infections.

When observing the country as a whole, it is possible
to see greatly developed regions and social groups,
which are very rich and sophisticated in science,
technology, consumption and information access,
and other regions and social groups that are
extremely underdeveloped, presenting hunger,
ignorance and serious obstacles to the full enjoyment
of the main human  conquests. Hence, the data
above mentioned only corroborate the great
differences in the country.

So, the main  task  of the professionals and
institutions dedicated to the dissemination of
scientific  and technological advances should not
be of linguistic nature only, that is, the translation
into an accessible and understandable language of
what happens in laboratories, research centers and
universities.

This challenge is essential, but not enough. The
main point of view defended by this paper is that the
set of activities with the aim of making scientific
research public must be at the service of overcoming
social and regional inequalities in Brazil.

In this sense, the popularizaiton of scientific
research is firstly responsible for leveling deep
criticism against economic, political and strategic
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conditioning factors of scientific investigation
activities and the impacts (of economic, social,
environmental, cultural, sanitary nature) they may
cause to deepen those inequalities or not. The public
understanding of scientific research cannot simply
promote the “deification” of any discovery or
innovation and be useful only to the propaganda of
new products and the marketing of the large
economic conglomerates, and hence to the increase
of the elite’s consumption capacity, which occurs
quite frequently. It surely has to be attentive to the
generation of knowledge that indeed contributes
towards the actual sustainable development of the
country, such as the discovery of a cure for tropical
diseases, the search for alternative fuels, the wise
exploitation of biodiversity and the increase in
people’s nutritional capacity.

Secondly, the popularization of scientific research
must join education and communication programs
that reach the neediest populations and regions,
with the aim of promoting positive changes in them.
Dispersed initiatives in this context, which need to
be extended and systematized, have been
successfully implemented in Brazil in the fields
of environmental education, computing,
democratization, exact science teaching, sanitary
education, AIDS prevention etc. for example,
whether in schools, museums, universities, the
media or through community activities organized by
Non-Governmental Organizations.

The popularization of research also needs to value
the national capacity of scientific investigation in a
country with Brazil’s characteristics. In the country,
there is a huge gap between the excellence of
research carried out in its several types of scientific
investigation centers-this excellence is
internationally acknowledged – and the absorption
by the productive system of the knowledge produced
in them. Impediments of economic nature prevent
most findings and inventions by Brazilian researchers
from being transformed into registered patents and
into products and services elaborated within national
territory by companies located in the country. Brazil
only registers an average of 56 patents a year, while
Korea, for example, registers 1.500.

It is also important that the popularization of
research be in harmony with the premise that
scientific knowledge is society’s property and,
hence, it must be under public control and be
developed in a cooperative and collective way,
consequently decreasing the distance between
researchers and the members of the public. The
acquisition by society of the knowledge of methods
and techniques used in research centers and the
objectives of ongoing experiments and tests must
consist in a target to be achieved on a permanent
basis.

The communication model to be implemented here
should not be “transmission” of information (or “
dissemination of innovations”), but  “sharing” a
common culture. Within this concept, the following
items grow in importance: the opening of research
centers and museums to the general  public, with
scientific education systems; a broader educational
use of the media; the permanent scientific update
of school curricula; incentives to the qualification of
young scientists; and the permanent exchange
between modern science and the traditional
knowledge of indigenous populations and the people
living in rural areas. In that manner, the scientific
researcher disseminator is also responsible for
showing to the population the actual work conditions
of Brazilian researchers and scientific  centers,
being harmonized with the defense of increased
public resources for the sector, which are generally
scarce (Brazil invests only approximately 1.5 per
cent of the Domestic Gross Product in Research &
Development).

Journalist, Sociologist, Master in Communication and Professor
of University Center of Brasília, SQSW 304, Bloco G Apt.
611, DF, 70.673-407, Brazil, csetti@abordo.com.br,
www.abordo.com.br/carlosasetti. This paper was prepared
for the workshop, “Public Understanding of Research in the
Developing Countries,” held December 8-9, 2002 in Cape
Town, South Africa, funded by the U.S. National Science
Foundation (NSF INT 0221207) with additional support from
South Africa’s Foundation for Education, Science fand
Technology. Proceedings of the workshop can be found at
www.pcstnetwork.org/PURworkshop.
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Introduction :

The José Reis Nucleus for the Divulgation of Science was created by the School of Communications
and Arts of the University of São Paulo (ECA/USP), with an interdepartmental character. Among the
regimental objectives of the Nucleus, the following items stand out:

1) to promote and carry through  research, offer courses, seminars, expert advice, publications,
editing and other academic activities that contribute to the study and improvement of theories,
techniques and forms of divulgation of Science & Technology and human understand, aiming at
the popularization of knowledge generated by universities and research institutes.

2) To cooperate with universities and research institutes in order to enhance their capacity to divulge
Science and Technology.

3) To establish relationships and promote interchange with similar national and international institutions.

4) To support researchers or professionals  from other institutions who are interested in developing
projects in the field of scientific divulgation.

Adopting Dr. José Reis’ life and example as its leitmotiv, the Research Nucleus that bears his name
attempts to make of science divulgaiton a permanent exercise of new forms of communicating the
conquests of Science & Technology, making them accessible to the layperson. What is the worth of
research conducted in a project if it does not lead the common person to improve his quality of life?
With this intention, the José Reis Nucleus for the Divulgation of Science at ECA/USP proposes to
accomplish a work directed toward enabling communicators to convey science in a coherent and
efficient manner, avoiding the superficiality that so often characterizes such activities, and at the same
time, to train researchers on how to relate with the media, allowing them to become popularizers of
their own work.

The NUCLEUS JOSE KINGS OF SPREADING CIENTIFICA

Profa. Dra. Kreinz Glory*

The name of Professor José Reis confused with the very memory of the Brazilian scientific
dissemination. Scientist and journalist of reputation irretocável, José Reis was odd figure for the
consolidation of research and the dissemination of science. In USP, its relevance has been expressed
with the creation of a nucleus at the School of Communications and Arts that bears his name. How
one of the founders of SBPC and Fapesp, among the many achievements and awards he received,
Jose Reis leave his mark forever in the history of our country.”

Adolpho José Melfi, geologist, former dean of the USP .
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Prof. Dr . Crodowaldo Pavan and Profa. Dra. Kreinz Glory , respectively Coordinating
of Spreading and Coordinator of Projects and Research of the Nucleus Jose Kings.

The Nucleus Jose Kings of Scientific Spreading
receives questions daily, and tries to answer them.
It is a nucleus that was created with
interdepartmental character and to interdisciplinary.
Between its regimental objectives it has the
commitment to carry through research, publication
consultorias, edition and other  activities that
contribute for the study and the perfectioning of the
theories, techniques and forms of spreading of
Science and Technology.

Ahead of these questions and in the measure of the
possible it has equipped of the NJR, led for the
coordinators, looks for to indicate some ways to
arrive itself at the intended answers, such as setting
in motion the result of previous works, as its data
base and registers of carried through research.

As the investigations are daily have the care to keep,
as it affirms the general coordinator of the NJR, Ciro
Marcondes Son, “the update and the correction of
the seated estimated ones, of form to be kept the
rhythm of adaptations and new insertions that
practical scientific exige.” (Marcondes Son, 2001)

This care is transparent in publications and products
offered for the Nucleus to the community. It has
interested publications that they look for to take care

of to the demand of in the theoretical quarrel of the
scientific spreading and for that want practical
experiences, such as News JR, in its 320 number,
with bimonthly regularity (for a public more
specialized academic and).

The Periodical Green Lantern (for the lay public), is
in its 100 number, looking for to take care of to the
community of Cotia, Great Vargem, Caucaia of Alto
and Ibiúna. Moreover the NJR keeps a Home Page
in the InterNet (www.eca.usp.br/nucleos/njr),
monthly brought up to date and an electronic
magazine, Spiral in its80 number. A bulletin, Pró-
Scientiae, with fast notice on interesting events and
facts in the DC area, is sent monthly to a group of
e-mailing (today it possesss 4,000 subscribers).

To take care of the public education of the state he
is being elaborated, experimentally, the Mural Clip
Science, with fast substances of news-educational
matrix, distributed for schools of average education,
initially in the state public net, two medias: version
printed and electronics saw InterNet. This initiative
of the NJR despertou attention of the Secretariat of
the Education of the State of São Paulo and an
accord is being thought between the interested
people.
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Looking for systemize the research of the studies
made in the area of the scientific spreading the
Collection was created Scientific Spreading, of the
NJR, that counts on four published books: The Spiral
in Search of the Infinite (Assays on the Scientific
Divulgador Jose Kings), in 1998; Islolated Idealists
(Scientific Spreading: Languages and Positions) in
1999; The Owners of the Landscape (Studies on
Scientific Spreading), in 2000 and Jose Kings,
Journalist, Cientista and Scientific Divulgador, in
2001.

The books had been organized by two of the
coordinators of the NJR, Crodowaldo Pavan and
Glória Kreinz, and of them they participate members
of the team, such as Maria Julieta Ormastroni,
Oswaldo Frota-Pessoa, Júlio Abramczyk (winner of
the Prize Jose Kings of Scientific Spreading of the
CNPq), proper Jose Kings, Bald Manuel Hernando
and Nair Lemos Gonçalves, to only cite some of
the integrant ones of the workmanships. This last
one, the Dra. Nair, is assistant of the Dr. Jose Kings,
and takes notice to it of the activities of the team of
the NJR, bringing suggestions as return for the team
of researchers.

Also looking for to take care of to the community
the course of Specialization was created Practical
Theory and of the Scientific Spreading. With the
Course of Specialization in DC the Nucleus Jose
Kings transmits operational tools important to form
specialists who act in academic environment
(producing of knowledge) and in professional areas
(surrounding of communication).

As result of the work of the NJR in diverse sectors
of the scientific spreading, the entity felt that already
it did not obtain to take care to the demand of its
public, come of the most diverse areas of
performance. The ABRADIC, Brazilian Association
of Scientific Spreading was created, in June of 2001,
to give  support to the researchers, with national
reach.

As if it observes, innumerable products had been
created to supply the demand around the practical
one of the scientific spreading, but it is clearly that

it has necessity of a picture theoretician-referencial
with ampler character and including, that allows a
work of conceptualization in this area, and this
picture intends to be reached with the execution of
research in progress.

For the amplitude of experiences carried through in
the area it is clearly that each time more imposes
the necessity systemize, of academic and didactic
form, what it has of more significant in the sector  of
the scientific spreading, that answers to the
theoretical and practical questions, of organized and
methodical form, however cônscia of that all to know
is transitory and always must be questioned. Jose
Kings, citing Rutherford says that “the peoples
without science and technology are destined
peoples to cut the most clarified firewood and to
load water for”. (Kings, 1968)

The research of the Nucleus Jose Kings is born of
the imperious necessity to offer answers to the
community, in the direction  not to  deplete the
decurrent questions  of the Practical Exercise and
of the  Scientific Spreading, or the  accomplishment
of the tecnotopias in a country as ours, but trying
to increase spaces to become viable and democratic
the socialization of the knowledge and conquests
that are of all.

As in the present time C&T they represent the basic
forces of the development of the society, is important
that the common man takes knowledge of the
progressos in these areas. Direction is in to find
paradigm theoretical, not stops to legitimize what
was fact, but that unexpected knowledge, that the
conceptualization assists and points some ways
with respect to better if reaching the current society,
that if thinks the research about the Nucleus Jose
Kings of Scientific Sporeading of the ECA/USP, with
the support of the Brazilian Association of Scientific
Spreading, (ABRADIC)

* Journalist, doctor in Communication for the ECA/
USP, coordinator of Project s and Research of the
Nucleus Jose Kings of Scientif ic Spreading and
secretary-generality of the ABRADIC.
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For Jose Kings Science must be divulged in the
biggest possible scale. This concern already
appeared since its first texts, published in the
decades of 30 and 40.

The main starting point of his workmanship is placed
in 1929, when Jose Kings enters as bacteriologist
at the Biological Institute of São Paulo on the
invitation of the proper  institution . However, he was
not confined only to the laboratory works, searching
always to but also reach external public to the
Institute and to the scientific way.

During the decade of 1930, he not only initiated a
great production of articles directed to the scientific
community, but mainly to the small agricultural
producer, trying to give to the maximum assistance
to the poultry keepers and other  creators. They are
distinguished, in this period, two São Paulo
publications, the magazine Mansions and Yards,
come back to the agricultural producers, and the
Biological one, monthly magazine of the Biological
Institute of São Paulo, that also circulated between
the agricultural public. In the Biological one, he gave
true lessons of creation of birds to the just-
ingressions in the subject.

Looking for to take the information until the places
most distant, Jose Kings already made use of the
media printed  as form to transpose the barriers of
the space in favor of the spreading of information
that directly affected the life of the readers.

Number to make possible big of receivers, Jose
Kings launched hand of language only, peculiar, that
it inside arrested the attention of the reader of a
subject that until then was considered “serious
excessively”, perhaps until enfadonho. When using
comic comparisons with the daily one of the people,

The Scientist and Divulgador Jose Kings
and

the Democracy of Knowing

As researcher of the Biological Institute of São Paulo and writing for the magazines
“Mansions and Yards” and “the Biological one”, Jose Kings already gave signals, in years 30,

of that one would become the greater and more democratic scientific divulgador of Brazil.

situations  and even though philosophical references,
obtained to transmit the message of clear,
pedagogical and exactly playful form, despertando
the interest  also of that nothing they had to see
with creation of hens.

Beyond the scientific orientation given to the man
of the field, Jose Kings also looked for to alert it for
social  problems.

“As all industry, the poultry keeping has its
parasites. Some attack the hens, sucking to them
the blood or gnawing the penalties to them; others,
much more graúdos, attack the proper poultry
keepers, exploring to them  it good faith, absorbing
to it the profits “(the Biological one, 1939). Through
analogies as this, it less educated the creator
supplied in its relations with opportunist explorers
in the constant attempt to prevent economic
damages in a production that already was little
privileged. “the world of the hens is, as ours, rich of
these paradoxes”,  he in 1939 said.

When reading the old texts of Jose Kings, available
in the Nucleus Jose Kings of Scientific Spreading,
and its current production, we can perceive that his
concern in exceeding the barriers of the spreading
of the knowledge is come back over all to the
improvement of the quality of life of the people. In
his citations, metafóricas or not, to the hens,
illnesses of birds or lices, Jose Kings obtain to
enxergar poetry in Science, making of the Scientific
Spreading its main tool of perpetuation of the culture
and of the democracy, art that has very comes
nailing.

Marcelo Alfonso

q
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The Prize Jose Kings for Scientific Spreading is
destined to the initiatives that contribute significantly
to become Science, the Technology, the known
Research and the Innovation of the great public.
Actions that become more easy the access, and
more understandable the information concerning the
scientific and technological advances, using the most
varied medias.

Offered since 1978, the Prize is also a recognition
of that the Scientific Spreading is an important form
to give accounts to the society of  the applied public
resources.

The denomination of the Prize represents a homage
to Jose Kings, doctor, researcher, journalist and
educator,  Jose Kings was born in Rio De Janeiro,
and died in São Paulo, day 16 of May of 2002, to
the 94 years of age.

The PJR is granted in three modalities, looking for
the premiar the main actors of the activity:

Scientific Spreading  – destined to the researchers
who, besides publishing the results of its periodic
works in scientific, write articles for vehicles of

Prize Jose Kings for Scientific Spreading (PJR)

communication of mass with a accessible language,
spreading out the knowledge for the lay public.

Scientific journalism – it aims at to premiar the
professional journalists  specialized in the covering
and spreading of the results and advances in
Science, Technology and Innovation.

Institution – it searchs to recognize the support
given for  scientific institutions and vehicles of
communication to the activities of the others two
modalities.

The value of the Prize is equivalent four the a
thousand and five hundred dollars American (USS
4,500.00), except for modality Institution.

The regulation of the PJR foresees that it will not
more than be granted to a time to the same person
or institution. It also foresees the concession of
Honrosa Mention, that demands unamimity of votes
of the Commission Judge, being that, in this in case
that, the awarded one will be able to concur again.

Source : http://www.cnpq.br


